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Name of the Activity : Budding Orators

Theme / Topic
Venue

Date

Duration

Pafticipants

File

: Teachers, Torch Bearers

: GLH

: 29th August 2017

: 40 minutes

: Class I (A-E)

: Intra- Class Activities File

Objectives:

',' To provide an opportunity to the learners to exhibit their oratory skills.
* To encourage learners to become confident orators and imbibe a sense of confidence,
, To inculcate and enhance the competitive spirit among learners.

{' To promote abillty to speak and emote before an audience thereby increasing the emotional
quotient of the students.

l. To make them understand role of teachers in society,

Description:
"(fre rofe of the teacfrer is fi.Ee tfre yroverbiaf'[adder', it is used 6y eyeryone to cfrm6 uy fu. fife,

6ut tfie fadder itseff stays in its y[ace".

- Dr. A% AbdutJ<atoan
The word'teacher'represents knowledge transfer of the knowledge from the teacher to the taught.
In iact, the foundation that buiids a person in iife is to great extent based on the knowlecjge he gets
from his teacher. Keeping the importance of teachers in mind an activity was conducted to provide a
platform to the learners to showcase their oratory skills. The theme of the same was.Teachers:
Torch Bearers'. The aim of the activity was to enable students to express their feelings about the
importance of teachers in their life and to appraise them. The preliminary round, was conducted in

the classroom wherein each student recited an English poem as per the theme. students gave their
best and it was tough to select only best 5 performances from each class. Then the final round was

conducted in which the best five orators from each section participated and recited their poems in
GLH out of which best 5 were awarded. They used variety of props to exhibit their talent. AII the
learners seemed to be totally engrossed in putting their best foot forward in showing their oratory
skills. This activity enhanced learner's basic language skills. The participants were judged on the
basis of confidence, communication, culture and clarity. The activity proved to be quite effective in
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